
“We use Yardi as our source of 
truth for everything.”

N I C K  B Y R D
Chief Financial Officer 

Vitality Living 

THE CHALLENGE THE SOLUTION

Vitality previously used a mix of siloed technology 
and manual processes. The lack of a single connected 
solution meant leaders didn’t have true visibility or 
a reliable method for retrieving key information.

As a community management powerhouse, Voyager 
Senior Housing helps Vitality access automated 
accounting functions, real-time reporting and complete 
business oversight in one centralized location.

Vitality Living streamlines financial workflows 
with Yardi Voyager Senior Housing

Preventing errors Saving time Gaining one source of truth 

MANUAL PROCESSES 
ELIMINATED  

DAYS GAINED BACK 
ACROSS TEAMS

DATA CENTRALIZED 
ON A SINGLE 
PLATFORM 

Senior living | 27 communities  

vitalityseniorliving.com

yardi.com/products/voyager-senior-housing

http://www.vitalityseniorliving.com
http://www.yardi.com/products/voyager-senior-housing


Real senior living operator, real results 

Thanks to Voyager Senior Housing, Vitality saves 
time and prevents errors across the board

yardi.com/products/voyager-senior-housing      sales@yardi.com or (800) 866-1144

“There’s a tremendous amount of benefit with Yardi — 

having one landing place where we have access to all 

these different modules.”

N I C K  B Y R D
Chief Financial Officer 

Vitality Living

See how it works

With Voyager Senior Housing automating tasks Vitality previously did 
manually, avoidable errors such as duplicate data entry have been 
mitigated. Financial data and resident records are readily updated and 
centrally stored, helping leaders ensure accuracy — and gain visibility 
across the financial, care and operational aspects of the business.

MANUAL PROCESSES 
ELIMINATED

Vitality said goodbye to time drainers when they partnered with 
Yardi. Since Voyager Senior Housing acts as their complete general 
ledger system, Vitality has drastically reduced time spent on key 
financial accounting tasks, allowing team members to shift and focus 
on other priorities. Moving to a single connected solution has given 
Vitality’s teams days back in their monthly schedule.

DAYS GAINED BACK 
ACROSS TEAMS
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